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Just when you thought your TV was the best, something bigger (and perhaps better) comes along. Engineers are working to develop technology that goes far beyond the capabilities of modern broadcasting systems, equipment and consumer electronics such as televisions and video cameras. NHK was first associated
with HDTV technology back in 1964 (source: Heingartner). Thirty-one years later and research on ultra-high-definition TV began to take shape. In 2002, NHK engineers staged the first public demonstration of a prototype ultra-high-definition video system, and from there the research continued. Researchers are working
to improve the quality of UHDTV, software and hardware because all this technology needs to be developed and built from scratch. From the straight side, think of the far other innovations needed to make cell phones a reality from its predecessor, the rotary phone. Advertising Some of the experiments technicians do
include developing ways to perfect the look of the image, speeding the signal speed and creating an optimal viewing experience. NHK's goal is to start production of experimental satellite transmissions in 2015, and the technology will be ready for production in Japan by 2025. So far they have had a number of
demonstrations, installations and live relay experiments, like one of Kamogawa Sea World's headquarters at NHK Lab headquarters. Simply put, the basic way of ultra-high definition is different from high definition as a viewing experience. The focus of UHDTV development efforts revolve around the idea of providing
additional information to the viewer in a way that increases the realism of the viewing experience. But before we look at the technical details, let's talk more about how NHK engineers went about developing this technology and the challenges they faced. For example, it's all good to build a projector that can display
UHDTV, but where do you get ultra-high-definition images in the first place? You have certainly never seen an image like that on your home TV screen, via video camera or even in a movie theater. In other words, NHK also needed to develop a camera, a camera control unit, and other equipment that would record and
process ultra-high-definition video images. Then there's the signal transmission. We're talking about an extremely data-laden video signal, so big-volume strategies have become a central challenge for technology. Transfer can also include several different essentials. For example, transmission can occur from the place
where images and sounds are recorded where they are viewed, as in the case of TV. Or the signals can be transmitted from where they are filmed, where they are stored, as in the case of movies or standard television broadcasting. The researchers also needed hardware and programs that could encode, compress, and
store these huge amounts of data. Now that we have had a closer look at the plans for this TV technology and read about the work that is going to start UHDTV, are we ready to see the bigger picture? Click on the next page for the scoop. Once upon a time, developers wrote an build code that worked quickly and easily.
On good days, they had enough money in their budget to hire someone to switch all those switches on the front of the machine to enter their code. On bad days, they turned the switches themselves. In life, everything was simple: the software downloaded data from memory, did some arithmetic and sent back. That's it.
Today, developers have to work with teams scattered across several continents, where people speak different languages with different sets of characters, and - that's the bad part - use different versions of the compiler. Some of the codes are new, and some may be from ten-year libraries that may or may not come with
source code. Building team spirit and slogging through clutter is just the beginning of what it means to be a programmer today. What's in and what's in the app developer: 15 hot programming trends - and 15 cold. Show how much you really know about development by reducing our programming test on intelligence,
Round 3 and our Hello World quiz of programming languages. | Work smarter, not harder - download InfoWorld's Survival Developers Guide for all the tips and trends programmers need to know. | Follow the latest developer news from the InfoWorld Developer World newsletter. The work of telling computers what to do
is markedly different from what it was five years ago, and it's possible that any Rip Van Winkle developer who has slept through the last 10 years won't be able to function in today's computing world. Things seem to be changing faster than ever. Here are 15 technologies, transforming the very nature of programming.
They change the way we work with other developers, how we interact with our customers and how we code. Without sticking to sleep on the console. Developer No. 1: Continuous integration When checking code in a repository, used to be enough time to catch your breath, have a cup of coffee, and maybe even go out
for lunch. No more - code repositories are now closely linked to continuous building systems that recomporate your code, scrutinize your architecture, initiate hundreds of tests, and begin to tag every potential bug in your work. You won't get five feet off your desk before your phone starts pinging you with new emails or
text messages from a continuous assembly mechanism talking that needs to be fixed. Back to work, slave, continuous assembly machine has new challenges for you. Developer Tool No. 2: Frames standing on the shoulders of giants by re-rius work of others may not be a new idea, but rather like it's never been as
dominant as it is today. Very little programming starts from scratch these days. Favorite - and some might argue that the best - approach is to capture the right foundation, explore the API, and start writing glue code to tie together the parts of the API that make the most sense for the job. Web pages are no longer built
from HTML or CSS; coding starts with Ext JS, ExpressJS or some other collection of code that serves as the basis. Sure, you could be pioneers and build everything from scratch, but that would be suicide. There's no way to catch up with all the work done by others. You're not an artisan - you're a frame tweaker. If you're
thinking about writing code yourself, stop and look for frames that already do so. Developer Tool No. 3: Libraries Close relative of the framework is a library, a collection of procedures so ubiquitous that programmers can no longer live without it. Can I write code for the browser without using j-Kueri? Does anyone even
remember that there is a built-in feature called GetElementByID? No, libraries like j-Kueri now rule every stack level. People talk about their favorite languages, but this conversation says little about how they program. If you want to hire someone, you should ask about library knowledge. JavaScript programmer from the
J-Keri or Dojo tribe? The game programmer can use C, but the real question is whether the Coder knows Allegro, Unity, Corona or any of a number of other options. Knowledge of the library is as important as knowing everything and everything from the language itself. Developer Tool No. 4: API In the old days,
programmers were worried about data structures. They pack all their information into bytes blocks, count bytes one at a time, and then make sure that the values have been placed at the right distance from the pointer. Now, thank God, the compiler is doing most of this for us. These days we are working through a much
more rigorous interface with a quirky name: API. This often happens on a completely different machine and can be operated by a completely different company, which charges us a fee for each call. Do you want the street address and postcode to become latitude and longitude? There's an API for this, and it costs a few
shards of pennies to find every answer. In most cases, the data should not be so tightly packed. The old bye counting game has been replaced by data structures capable of analyzing, such as JSON or XML. You have to make sure that you have the right punctuation in the right place, but fortunately there is a library to
handle that for you. Developer Tool No. 5: Platform as a service that builds its own website more? Instead, create an account on someone else's website and set it up. All it takes is a few fields in the web form, and the vual, your The site does everything you like. It's like uploading a cat video to YouTube or or on the Pez
dispenser on eBay. Of course, this is a bit of an exaggeration. Many of the PaaS variants today require the complexity of a programmer to know what to put in every web form. Microsoft Azure, for example, wants you to enter several JavaScript features that characterize how a website should respond. Azure then
completes them with the right libraries and runs them on Node.js. Developer Tool No. 6: Browsers There was a time when people wrote desktop software, server software, and software for devices, and things would be different. Each of them had its own way of communicating with the user. Now everything goes through



the browser. When I put on a local file server in my home for stored music, I go to the URL and work with the website. Apple's desktop widgets have been written in JavaScript and HTML for years. Many cross-platform mobile apps start out as HTML and JavaScript, which are complete with Apache Cordova. Of course,
there are retentions. The best games are still custom work that don't need a browser, but that's changing as more and more javaScript developers figure out how to write an object to the screen canvas. Angry Birds, for example, will work in the browser window. Developer Tool No. 7: Application Containers Creating a
Server used to be hard work. Programmers will get their code running and then send a memo to a team of server curators who would install the right software. Sometimes they got the right libraries and sometimes they didn't, but in the end we got together on something that worked. Now application containers like Docker
allow us to press a button and send a container with all the right libraries. If it works on our test machine, it will almost certainly work on the server. All bundled together and most of the incompatibility between our desktops and server are gone. Developer Tool No. 8: Infrastructure as a service I mentioned the server
curators commands? These guys have been having fun hanging out with for lunch or after work, but now they've been abstracted away in the cloud layer, working like they do in a data center around the world for another company that imagines itself leading in the world of this cloud or that cloud. Few programmers need
to ask the infrastructure team to build them a new server for a new project. They just log into the website, click, and get the machine running for them. It's much easier, but these IaaS administration web pages won't buy you a drink after work. Of course, this saves you from having to ever get the next round. Developer 9:
Node.js and JavaScript Before some of you were born, web servers spit out static HTML. Then someone came up with create dynamic servers that can interact with databases. Each team needed one person to program the database in S'L, one person to write server code in PHP or Java, and one person to develop html
templates. Templates. everyone fell in love with AJAX and JavaScript works for the client, the sites need another person to speak that language. Now it's all done in JavaScript. The browser, of course, still says JavaScript, but so does the server layer (Node.js) and the database layer (MongoDB and CouchDB). Even
HTML is often pointed out with JavaScript code for a framework such as Ext JS or j-KveryMobile, which generates HTML from a customer. Developer Tool No 10: Secondary Markets If you build a game, you can hire your own artists to create a stunning set of models. You can even hire a few programmers to add visuals
to make the game look cool. Or you can shop on a secondary market like the Unity Asset Store and buy up all the parts you need. As I write this, there is a 33 percent markup on the dungeon tile sewer kit, designed as a modular kit to create small to large sewer gaming scenes. The sale will probably be finished to you
the time you read this and the price will go back to $45. Who needs developers or artists with such low prices? There are more and more efficient markets for plug-ins, extensions, libraries and other add-ons. As with libraries and frameworks, it is not so much programming as shopping for the right works. Developer Tool
No. 11: Virtual Machine Days of Coding for Real Pieces of Silicon have largely passed. Most of the code written today works on virtual machines that translate your instructions into something that is understandable with a chip. The Java virtual machine, the C/.Net virtual machine, and now the JavaScript engines are
ultimately the main target for the code. The popularity of VM is growing to absorb everything in the stack. In the past, if you want to create a new language, you will need to build a whole stack of pre-processor to register the dispenser. These days, new languages sit on top of old virtual machines. Clojour, Scala, Geeton,
JRuby - they all piggybacked from the Sun (now part of Oracle) great work on creating VM. The same behavior appears in the world of browsers. Of course, you can create your own browser and language, or you can cross-compile it to follow in JavaScript. This is what people did when they built cleaning tools like
CoffeeScript. If that's not confusing enough, Google is being produced by GWT (Google Web Toolkit) to convert Java into JavaScript. Developer Tool No. 12: Social Media Portals In the early days of the Internet, you would build your own website, cross your fingers, and hope that people find it. When they did, they just
had to remember your cool URL. Alas, more and more of the Internet is being absorbed in large bins like and Salesforce. If you build your own website, you can turn it on and hear the sound of crickets because all of humanity clicks away at Facebook or Salesforce. The solution, of course, is to or the Salesforce app.
They let you in and allow you to integrate with their platform to a point. But in the end, your app is optional, which can be limited or pushed aside with a wave of hands. What choice do you have? You're either a footman on big portals or you're listening to crickets. Developer Tool No. 13: Devops Tools A long time ago, we
installed software on the server - the only one. We are now massively renting servers requiring tens, hundreds or even thousands of machines, many of which must be provided on demand, full of fresh software - work that can no longer be done effectively manually. Enter the devops trend and basic tools such as chef
and dolls designed to maintain these servers for you. Push the new software into the cloud and these tools handle the job of keeping all computers running the same code. They automate what we used to do manually for one machine. Some services such as Google App Engine already handle this internally. All you have
to do is give it your app, and the giving is automatic. You don't even know what's going on in the background; You just get billed for the number of CPU cycles consumed. Developer 14: GitHub, SourceForge, and social code-sharing sites can be the biggest contributor to the open source world. Before services like
SourceForge came along, the software was something you created yourself and shared it yourself. If someone wanted a copy of the code, they came to you and you sent them a tar ball if you felt like it. Code sharing is now a social network. Sites such as SourceForge and GitHub place all the code for everyone to see
and update. They combine the process of maintaining, sharing, and commenting on code in one easy place to access. You can read the code and suggest changes, all through one interface. Is it any wonder that many projects see tens or even hundreds of thousands of downloads every week? It will never be possible
with the old model. This model is now so dominant that most of your own projects follow it. Sites like GitHub and BitBucket support themselves by selling non-public storage that offers the full power of sharing, but within a limited group of permissions. Developer Tool No. 15: Performance Monitoring At the beginning of
code power tracking was simple. You printed out the time when the code started and then printed out the time when it ended. If you want to be fancy, you've added a few extra calculations to make a subtraction for you. It can't cut it anymore. Many problems not in one car. Adding a profiler to the code will not show a real
bottleneck that can be caused by some strange relationship or sluggish database. Modern tools track network calls for the software network, as well as the performance of individual modules. It's the only way to understand what's going right and goes wrong. It's This. just one important way of how a programming model
transforms from a single machine into a network of connected tools that may or may not play well together. This story, 15 technologies changing how developers work was originally published by InfoWorld. ©, 2014 IDG Communications, Inc. information technology and development pdf. information technology and
development essay. centre for information technology and development. centre for information technology and development (citad) kano. contemporary development in science and technology and information technology. current issues and developments in communications and information technology. current
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